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Why care?Cosmic reionization: general picture

Neutral hydrogen at 
z~1100

Today: ionized IGMIGM becoming ionized
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When? Who? How?
Planck: z~8.8 

Drop of LAE fraction at z>6
Faint SFGs 

AGN contribution 
(E.g., Giallongo Talk)

Patchy: ionized 
bubbles around galaxy 

overdensities

Atek+15

Castellano+16

De Barros+17
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Impossible to detect LyC at z>6  
Vanzella+15

2 known local leakers: 
Tololo 1247-232 Leitet+13 

Haro 11 Bergval+06 

At higher-z, mostly upper limits (see 
Siana+10, Bridge+10, and more)

Grazian+16

https://jwst.nasa.gov/ 
“When and how did reionization occur? 

What sources caused reionization?”

Whatever we want to learn about SFG LyC emitters, e.g., identify them, we 
must learn it from z<<6

Cosmic reionization problem  
Where are the leaked ionizing photons?

https://jwst.nasa.gov/
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Where are the leaked ionizing photons?
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Recently, significant increase of statistics

Izotov+16
Also Borthakur+14, Leitherer+16

De Barros+16

Vanzella+16

And Vanzella+10,15, Shapley+16, Bian+17, and 
possibly other candidates to confirm (e.g, Naidu+16)

Still very small sample: ~<15 
confirmed LyC emitters
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Leaking SFGs: how do we find/not  
find them

We do not find them because of? 
• View-angle effect (e.g., Cen & Kimm 2015) 
• At high-z, IGM transmission (e.g, 

Inoue+14) 
• LyC escape fraction decreases with 

higher luminosity/stellar mass (e.g., Kimm 
& Cen 2014) 

• LyC escape fraction increases with 
increasing redshift (e.g., Dijkstra+14)

We find them 
• Searching directly for LyC photons (e.g., 

Shapley+16) 
• Searching for signatures associated to 

density-bounded nebula (e.g., Izotov+16 
but Rutkowski+17)

Zackrisson+13

Nakajima & Ouchi
2014
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Leaking SFGs: properties
Compact: e.g., Ion2 ~340pc

                Large OIII/OII ratio (>~10)

Large Lya escape fraction 
Lya profile

Typical outflows

Also no/weak absorption lines, blue UV slopes

Izotov+16

De Barros+16

Chisholm+17

IF SFGs are major contributors to cosmic reionization and 
IF “green pea” like galaxies are representative of SFG LyC 
emitters: 

“Green pea” like galaxies must be the rule at z>6
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Modelling of LyC emitters
CLOUDY photoionization code (Ferland+13): reproduce nebular emission 
lines of observed leakers

• BPASSv2.0 templates (Eldridge & Stanway) 
• Abundances: Jaskot & Ravindranath 2016 
• Explore a large grid: log U, age, metallicity 

(gas and stars), NHI, log C/O

Stark+15

Amorin+16

Nakajima & Ouchi 2014

E.g., BEAGLE (Chevallard+16), Yggdrasil 
(Zackrisson+11) 
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Test case: Ion2@z=3.21
Observed LyC
photons

Nebular emission

LyC photons lost
due to IGM (+dust)

Vanzella+16

“Spectro”-photometric fitting with 
modified HyperZ (Bolzonella+00) 
+dust: Cardelli+89, Reddy+15,16 

+IGM transmission: Inoue+14
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Test case: Ion2@z=3.21

Large EW(OIII) requires a 
not too high: fesc~0.30 

The IGM must be highly 
transparent: TIGM>~0.50

<~8.7 
~6 

SFR consistent 
No dust 

Z consistent 
U consistent 

~-0.40

Derived with SED (stellar templates 
only) + CLOUDY grid assuming fesc=0 
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Test case: Ion2@z=3.21

Izotov+14: extreme HeI10830+PƔ in 
low-metallicity HII regions 

Sensitive to electron density
EW

(H
eI

10
83

0)

EW
(P
Ɣ)

Excess: 
~1100A
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Test case: Ion2@z=3.21

JWST MIRI

(HeI10830+PƔ)@z~7: use color to confirm large EW?
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Conclusions & Perspectives

• Constraining the SFG LyC escape fraction is primordial to 
understand cosmic reionization 

• "Green pea" like galaxies must be the rule at z>6 for (at least 
faint) SFGs: photoionization models with non zero escape fraction 
required to interpret JWST data@z>6 

• Combining OIII/OII ratio and EW(HeI10830) seems promising  to 
identify leakers (see also Izotov+17), relevant for LyC candidates 
at z~3, and possibly at z>6 

• Use models against other LyC emitters, candidates, and non 
emitters (+ update with BPASSv2.1 and CLOUDY17.00)


